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Sustainable Food Secur ity In Urban Development
By:  Diego Soto-Victor iaAAE 789
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 Food insecurity is an unfortunate reality for far too many people.  In this noble venture, a Master of 
Architecture candidate takes principles of hospitality design and applies them to residential and civic design such 
that the communal spaces of our neighborhoods and the homes of families become more hospitable.  Diego Soto 
entered the HD Studio with a passion for helping people and a goal to address hunger.  
 Conversations chronicled through his book take the reader on a journey that helps the wider audience 
appreciate the oath architects take… to uphold the life, safety, and welfare of the general public.  Diego’s journey 
includes recognizing that building codes are in place to protect occupants.  These codes lead to building systems 
that improve structural integrity, shelter from the rain, warmth from the cold, air quality for breathing, egress to 
escape fire, and so much more.  Why should our buildings not also provide us with sustenance?  
 
 Las Vegas imports nearly all of its food from out-of-state, yet Diego’s models reveal that hydroponic 
systems integrated into residential design can produce enough food to sustain a family of four.  The thesis could 
very easily have produced a one-off building that claimed to be self-sustaining, but that would have been seen 
as an anomaly in a sea of suburban sprawl.   Instead, this work demonstrates how typical building materials (ex. 
concrete blocks) and building systems (ex. windows) can be redesigned to foster farming at a foundational level… 
 
 In the future, it will be interesting to see if these ideas can become adopted norms in the residential 
design industry.  Municipalities could incentivize this kind of sustainable food-source development.  Future design 
ordinances and even international building codes might include language that leads to the merger of architecture 
and food production.  In the meantime, these features may be among those that distinguish innovative design 
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An approach to urban planning and development that foregrounds all elements of the food system across all 
parts of a city.   It’s about reconnecting those who live in cities to all the elements in the system that grows, 
processes, packages, distributes, sells, delivers, cooks, celebrates and educates about the food they eat – by 
integrating the food system visibly into every element of the city, and thereby creating a more vibrant and 
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Design and regulation of the uses of space that focus on the physical form, economic functions, and social 
impacts of the urban environment and on the location of different activities within it. Because urban planning 
draws upon engineering, architectural, and social and political concerns, it is variously a technical profession, an 
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 The food agricultural sector today amounts to 
nearly 40% of the total global carbon emissions alone 
here in the United States. The process of cultivating, 
packaging, transporting, and selling food is quite 
damaging to our delicate ecosystem. Each point 
along this process contributes significant amounts 
of carbon dioxide into our atmosphere resulting in 
higher global temperatures. This section looks into 
the issues that arise from this dilemma and why 
new urban development efforts need to focus on 
combating the effects of food production. Cities must 
look at ways to mitigate the damage caused by the 
agricultural industry.
Discussion
 With greater efforts being made to advance towards a new standard of cleaner, 
sustainable living, societies and cities must look at other avenues that continue to contribute 
to climate change. Food production  has become a catalyst as one of the greatest contributors 
to the global warming crisis. As such, food production needs to be a pivotal factor in the 
continued talks of urban planning. It is crucial that all elements within the food production 
cycle are addressed as each step in this cycle contributes to this dilemma. Cities must explore 
the notion of zero acreage farming and facilitate the introduction of hydroponic systems within 
the city as a solution to the problem. With hydroponics, it introduces a plethora of advantages 
over that of conventional farming practices and could become the key to reversing the effects 
inflicted by the way we produce and consume food. Zero acreage farming can become the 
decisive component in greening our cities.
 In an effort to move forward into the future, many cities and governments have 
effectively began to change the way they go about their urban planning efforts. Climate 
change activists, such as Greta Thunberg, have been leading the discussions on moving towards 
sustainable energy and living. Politicians, such as Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, have begun to 
introduce new legislation that focuses on reducing our carbon emissions. In moving towards 
making greener cities, newer methods of reducing our carbon emissions have emerged.
Abstract From Industrial
To Environmental
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As cities continue to develop their urban environments, food production needs to 
be an integral part of the urban planning process through the introduction of food 
production methods into a variety of different archetypes, it can prove to be a solution 
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 In the early tracings of human life, groups of people were considered to be nomadic hunters 
and gatherers, or as Gordon Childe classifies, savages. These savage groups lived off the land, women 
gathered fruits and vegetables, while the men hunted for their prey. Much of their lifestyle was dictated 
by the seasons, moving across vast landscapes to continue to scavenge and hunt, never settling the lands 
they occupied. Within these nomadic tribes we see the first revolution occur, the precursor to civilization, 
settlements. As groups of people shifted from savage practices such as hunting and gathering, they 
shifted to the next evolutionary leap, barbarianism. 
 Barbarianism marked a new time for the human civilization as people began to learn how to 
cultivate food, relinquishing the need to forage the landscape for nourishment. Without the need of 
having to travel for food, permanent dwellings were constructed, eventually forming settlements. As 
the population size began to increase in these settlements, so did the food production. Within these 
settlements, food production became a vital source of, not only nourishment, but valuable resources that 
became the basis of trade. Under these circumstances, these settlements would eventually become the 
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  As agricultural lands began to grow in size, more hands were needed to harvest 
the yieldings, resulting in the beginnings of trade. Farmers would trade some of their 
yieldings in exchange for assistance with harvesting, eventually evolving into the 
very foundations of the city. The city landscape was far different than that of its early 
settlement counterparts. During this stage, many aspects of life had greatly developed. 
 The settlements that were once adorned with homes now saw the introduction 
of new building archetypes. The creation of organized religion and government was 
abundant. The invention of currency, scripture, and communication was critical in 
sustaining urban life. The very idea of food itself was pinnacle during this time, as food 
was often the source of power and currency for many of these early settlements. Food 
production wouldn’t experience it’s next evolution until the early 1800’s, where the 
beginnings of the Industrial Revolution would occur. 
 The Industrial Revolution was, in many ways, a great leap forward in innovation. 
Many modern practices, machinery, and ways of life  began in this period of time. With 
better access to technology, things such as modern medicine became possible, civil 
engineers emerged and began evolving our very street scapes, the way of life for many 
people shifted from rural to urban as this time period saw a rapid growth in urbanization. 
Many avenues of life had became industrialized during this time; one such avenue that 
became industrialized was food production.
 At this point in time, more than half of Americans were farmers who lived in 
rural communities and were skilled in an assortment of trades. Eventually, farms would 
become specialized, only producing one crop or live stock at a higher efficiency and 
yield rate. Food harvesting was soon taken over by production line style labor through 
the use of food harvesting vehicles such as the combine harvester. Chemicals in farming 
became common as fertilizer was replaced with a synthetic variation, pesticide saw a 
large increased use, and antibiotics began being mixed into live stock feed so they could 
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 As the food agricultural industry 
continues to expand, it needs sizable 
portions of land to utilize for food 
production. As a result, forests, wetlands, 
savannas are torn down in an effort to meet 
the demand. This deforestation is not only 
detrimental to the natural environment, 
but has lead to a large contribution to 















 The farming sector of this chain 
is well known to be large contributor 
to global greenhouse emissions. The 
machines used, the energy needed to run 
the factories, chemicals used to produce 
the food, and the methane produced from 
livestock keeping. 
 Ready-to-eat meals, snacks, and 
beverages are so readily available and in 
massive quantities that it is evident of their 
continued contribution to greenhouse 
emissions. The process of producing and 
packing these forms of foods requires an 
enormous amount of energy, in the form 
of carbon, thus contributing a sizable 
amount to global warming. 
 As a result of agricultural 
production, packaging, transportation, 
and retail, the food industry discards 
around half of the food that they produce 
in this process. Food that is wasted in 
this journey later decays, releasing large 
amounts of greenhouse gas emissions, 
contributing a sizable portion towards 
global warming. 
 Grocery stores, restaurants, and 
homes utilize refrigerators to maintain 
the longevity of food. It is known that 
these machines account for 15% of global 
electric consumption. Chemicals leaked 
from these refrigerators are known 
greenhouse emissions and as such, the 
refrigeration of food is a contributor to 
overall greenhouse emissions. 
 Most of our food is grown in 
distant farms, having to travel from the 
farm, to the retailer, and eventually to your 
home. Food, within this span, has already 
traveled thousands of miles, accounting 
for a sizable amount of global emissions. 
By minimizing the distance food has 
to travel, we can reduce the amount of 
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  With the population of the world nearing 8 billion in 2020, it is estimated 
that by the year 2050, the world population shall exceed 10 billion. These increas-
es in the human population and the concomitant expanding demands upon our 
ecosphere are one of the dominant societal challenges (Notarnicola et al, 2012). 
Continuation of harmful human behavior and activities, such as food cultivation 
and transportation, have dire consequences upon our delicate ecosystem and 
require immediate change. As a result of the way we cultivate, produce, transport, 
and consume food, there has been a substantial increase in food wastage, desert-
ification, deforestation, and carbon emissions. The hospitality industry is one of 
the largest sectors of urban life that is continuing to contribute to the global food 
industry issue. As an example, in the UK alone, 920,000 tons of food is wasted 
at hospitality and food service sector outlets annually, 75% of which is avoidable 
(Parfitt et al, 2013).  
Issue
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 As it stands today, the food industry is one of the largest contributors to food wastage. Assuming 
that agriculture utilizes about 70% of the freshwater supply [13], our calculations imply that more than 
one-quarter of total freshwater use is accounted for by wasted food (Hall et al, 2009). The cultivation 
of food has steadily been increasing to meet a growing population’s demand, a demand that has only 
been created by the readily available and cheap food options offered by many store suppliers.  By the 
hospitality industry alone, it has been estimated that the hotels waste around 79,000 tonnes of food 
annually, accounting for nearly 10% of total food wastage in the hospitality industry. Restaurants waste 
roughly 200,000 tonnes of food waste annually accounting for 22% percent of food waste in the hospitality 
industry. In general, researchers discussed in detail the food wasted during preparation, serving, and 
consumption. Overproduction, serving issues, and plate waste were taken into consideration to ascertain 
related causes (e.g., Sebanne and Costa, 2018). 
 Because of this, food wastage has lead to greater greenhouse emissions; as food begins to decay, it 
releases methane which is a greenhouse gas that has much greater potential to increase the global climate 
rather than carbon dioxide. Additionally, the cultivation and transportation of food products is another 
big contributor. The EPA has estimated that in 2018, trucks used to transport food products amounted to 
28.2% of greenhouse emissions. The agricultural sector of the food industry is known to contribute 10% 
of greenhouse emissions due in part to livestock such as cows, pesticides, and the continued use of fossil 
fuels. The continuation of the way we cultivate our food is a detriment to our planet and meaningful 
change is required to reverse its effects inflicted by this system. Currently, there are many individuals, 
cities, governments, discussing the extent of this issue and how they could potentially remedy it. The 
timeline for the future is bleak, but hopeful one as newer urban efforts and trends help mitigate the 
effects of global warming in an effort to push us towards a new greener city. 
New Timeline
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 Recent trends show that the United States is importing more food than exporting. Most of our 
food is imported from Europe and most of the food afforded here in Las Vegas is imported from outside 
the city. This has created a shift in how we produce food here in the country. The extent of farming in the 
U.S. has shifted drastically, where there existed many farms in the early 1900’s, have decreased about 70%. 
These farms that have remained have then gotten larger and specialized. What this means in turn is that 
United States does not produce much of the common produce the average American consumes and relies 
heavily on the importation of produce from other sources to offset the few produce we do produce here 
in the states. This is cause for concern as this becomes an issue of food security for cities. 
 For example, the recent California wild fires caused California to close many of their farms in 
order to deal with fires closing in closer to these areas. In turn, this meant Las Vegas was without fresh 
fruit for a few weeks as California was extinguishing the fires. If something were to occur similar to this 
or worse, where would  cities in the U.S. receive their food? It becomes imperative that each city begins 
to think about how they will serve their constituents in the event that this may occur. Looking at the 
demographics of the valley, we begin to see the makeup of the city. By looking at the produce stores 
across the valley, we can begin to see the distances and availability of produce to its residents. With this 
information, we begin to understand where we can implement food production means and who it can 
benefit. Where we start to implement these features are in the residencies of where those in need live. 
What’s Next?
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Note
This is an extensive listing of some of the larger retailers of produce across the Las Vegas valley. 
Stores such as Walmart, Albertsons, Smiths, etc. are accounted for, where smaller produce vendors 
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 Finding sustainable solutions to the prominent issues in 
the food industry can not only help cities reduce their carbon 
footprint, but provide interesting architectural solutions to 
the issue at hand. The introduction of food production within 
the city is not a difficult thing to do. As a matter of fact, food 
production within the city can be easily integrated through 
the use of zero acreage farming methods such as hydroponics. 
Zero acreage farming is a means of producing food in non-
traditional environments through the notion of vertical farming 
most commonly done through hydroponics. Much of today’s 
architectural elements have become standardized and as such 
can be utilized to create modular elements that can support 
hydroponics and bring food production into the city. In 
accomplishing this, it could become a pivotal point in establishing 
a new urban development model for cities in the future. 
Notion
 Hydroponic systems use 10x less 
water than traditional farming methods 
as with traditional farming methods, 
water is left to run off and drain into the 
environment. With hydroponic systems, 
water runs through the system and drains 
back into a reservoir where the water is 
then reused and pumped back through 
the system.  
 The issue with conventional farming 
methods is that they require large plots of land 
since plants require a sizable area in order to let 
their roots grow, spread, and receive the nutrients 
they require. Larger plots of land allow farmers to 
produce in greater quantities. 
 Hydroponics, on the other hand, do 
not require large plots of land, rather relying on 
nutrient-rich water, eliminating the need for soil at 
a smaller footprint. This affords it the opportunity 
of farming within harsh environments not typically 
suitable for conventional farming, such as our 
urban surroundings. 
the cultivation of plants by placing the roots in 
liquid nutrient solutions rather than in soil; soilless 
growth of plants.
 Many of the crops that can be 
produced using a hydroponic system can 
be produced 3-10x as much more given 
the same space as traditional farming. 
Hydroponics works using only a tube 
carrying nutrient rich water to the roots of 
the plants, requiring little space, making 
vertical farming possible. 
 Through a hydroponic system, 
produce cultivated in these systems 
result in the enhancement of bio active 
compounds which lead to produce 
containing a higher nutritional value as 
compared to crops produced through 
traditional farming methods. 
 In a hydroponic system, there is 
no need to use any sort of chemical that 
could potentially affect the quality of the 
produce. In traditional farming, pesticide 
is often used to protect the plants from 
pests or diseases. Hydroponic systems are 
in controlled environments, eliminating 
the need for any chemicals to be used. 
 Hydroponic gardens are enclosed 
within a small greenhouse or other similar 
structure. This allows them to establish 
their own micro-climates, contained from 
the many challenges that traditional 
farmers face. These micro-climates not 
only improve the growing conditions for 
the plants, but also  promote a healthier 
and cooler environment.  
 Since hydroponic systems are 
in a controlled environment and are 
constantly being watered, fed nutrients, 
and receiving adequate light exposure, it 
produces crops at half the time it would 
with traditional farming, making produce 
more readily available throughout any 
time of the year. 
Hydroponics
Less Water Use Higher Yield Rate Efficiency
Produce More Readily Available No Chemical Additives Facillitates a Micro-climate
Higher Nutrional Value
35
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Minimal growing medium needed






Pump failure could ruin crops 
Prone to clogging 
Overgrown roots
 Nutrient Film Technique relies on the use 
of channels of tubes side by side in various rows. 
Each of these rows sits slightly tilted, relying 
on the use of gravity for water to flow. At the 
bottom of this system sits a reservoir where 
nutrient solution is constantly pumped into 
on one end and on other is a water pump that 
pumps the water from the revoir into the tubes 
containing the plants. 
Cheap
No pump required 
Low maintenance 
Recirculates nutrient solution
Needs regular cleaning 
Frequent refilling of solution 
Not great for large plants
Slow growth rate
 With a Deep Water Culture system in 
place, the plants sit suspended in net pots that are 
placed in nutrient-rich water. An air pump is then 
supplied to give the plants an unlimited amount 
of oxygen. Since the plants are constantly in a 
state where they receive nutrient-rich solutions 
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 The simplest of hydroponics system, 
this system relies on plants being deposited in 
an absorbent grow material such as coco coir 
or perlite. Below this sits a reservioir in which 
nutrient-rich solution is pumped into. Nylon 
wicks connect both meidums, tranfering the 
nutrient-rich solution from the rseverior to the 
plants above. Of all the systems, this is the most 
passive system, requiring no electriy or pumps in 
order for the system to operate.
 Similar to the wick system, this system 
relies on plants being placed in absorbent grow 
material with a water reservoir below filled with 
nutrient-rich solution. Where this system differs, 
is that it utilizes a water pump instead of a wick 
to flood the plants with nutrient-rich water 
solution. This system works on a timer, flooding 
the garden bed until the timer goes out. Once 
flooded, the plants absorb the nutrients and the 
water then flows back down to the reservoir.
High level of control 
Less likely to break
Low maintenance 




Prone to algae growth 
No nutrient recirculatrion
Creates more waste
Efficient use of water and energy
Recirculation of nutrient solution 
Affordable 
Can be tailored to specific needs
Prone to algae growth
Pump or timer could break











Publ ic  Space
Mixed-use
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 A drip system utilizes rows of tubes that 
contain the plants in net pots. At the bottom 
sits a reservoir filled with nutrient-rich solution 
and a water pump that pumps water into small 
tubes with drip nozzles. These nozzles are placed 
directly into the roots of the plants and deposit 
the nutrient-rich solution. Excess water falls to 
the bottom of the tubes and then flow back 
down into the reservoir.  
 Considered to be the most difficult and 
complex iteration as compared to the other 
methods of hydroponics is the aeroponic system. 
The plants sit suspended in net pots above the 
reservoir. The reservoir contains the nutrient-
rich water solution along with a water pump 
connected to mist nozzles. The system then 
mists the roots of the plants with the nutrient- 
rich solution.
High level of control




Prone to algae growth 
Requires regular maintenance 
Large amount of waste
Roots exposed to more oxygen 
Maximum nutrient absorption 
Space efficient 
Recirculation of nutrient soltuion
Nozzles can fail
A bit expensive 
Prone to clogging 




Beneficial  Archetypes Beneficial  Archetypes
Office Space Publ ic  Space
Shopping Center Shopping Center
Greenhouse Greenhouse
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 In effort to combat the growing population and meet food demands, IKEA has partnered with Tom 
Dixon to explore new possibilities of producing food within our own cities. By growing our own food, it not 
only has a positive impact on our environment, but our mental health as well.
 In a recent interview, James Futcher, Creative Leader at IKEA Range and Supply, has said “For IKEA, this 
collaboration is about challenging the way society looks at growing in general and addressing that it’s both 
possible and rewarding to have a place to grow your own plants in the city. Food is key to humanity and design 
can support with better solutions. Because at the end of the day we need people to feel inspired to grow and 
harvest their own edibles within their homes and communities.”
 This experiment is divide into two segments that explores food harvesting in a traditional sprawled 
method and one that features hydroponics. The top segment focuses on the aesthetic oasis the garden can 
provide the city and its inhabitants reinforcing the idea of greener cities. The bottom portion features the 
hydroponics and how this method of food harvesting can be utilized within buildings, apartments, homes, etc. 
 In this conceptual project, IKEA in collaboration with Tom Dixon sought 
to explore the many facets of food production and address their shortcomings. 
How can a city take conventional food production and bring it within the city? 
How can the city make understanding and growing food uncomplicated for its 
residents? As a result of this project, IKEA has experimented with the idea of zero 
acreage farming and made it attainable to the public. With their designs and 
implementation of their prototypes, it can greatly increase the awareness towards 
food insecurity and educate those who may not be the most knowledgeable 
when it comes to farming.
 The collection features two models, a public, outdoor garden space, 
and an interior growth system. The exterior garden space is reminiscent of 
conventional farming practices utilized to not only grow food, but to serve as 
green public space. The interior growth system utilizes hydroponics in an indoor 
environment. IKEA produced furnishings that can accommodate plant growth in 
any urban interior environment, such as the mall, restaurants, or at home. This 
collection has great potential as many people are familiar with IKEA. This could 
increase the likelihood that people will purchase these furnishings and begin 
growing their own food from home. The more widespread the notion of zero 
acreage farming and hydroponic systems become, the higher the probability that 








Wil l  Gardening Save the World?
Impl icat ions
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 As cities begin coming to grips with the current urbanization dilemma, cities must be able to provide 
sufficient urban space for housing, for business, and for public space. With much of the current land being 
currently used and no want for city expansion, cities have looked to alternatives. The Plant is a mixed-use 
community that revolves around sustainable food farming practices. 
 The building is separated into three components. The ground floor serves public functions and can 
accommodate retail space. The second floor serves a variety of offices and the remaining upper floors are 
utilized for housing. The roof serves to house the food production aspect of this project. While micro-gardens 
within all the apartments serve to a small amount of herbs to each of its residents. 
 A partner at Curated Properties, Adam Ochshorna, states, “The choices we make as developers dictate 
the lifestyle available to the people that live in our buildings. Urban living used to mean choosing between 
being a cool neighborhood full of amenities or having enough land to cultivate a robust garden. When you 
consider two-thirds of all humans will soon be city-dwellers, having to choose between an urban residence or 
the ability to comfortably grow your herbs and vegetables no longer makes sense.”
 This project is a great example of how housing could be utilized to 
implement food production. The balconies of the apartments are utilized for 
hanging food production. The roof contains a small garden that can grow a few 
vegetables and fruit. The apartments themselves have micro-gardens capable of 
growing common herbs. By embracing this new approach to sustainability and 
food production, it has lead to a new lifestyle of living embraced by its residents 
and businesses. In going through the process of integrating food production into 
mixed-use housing, developers and inhabitants alike gain a new understanding 
and appreciation of growing their own food. 
 In this project, the idea of food production was generated from the 
developers. The developers of this project, Windmill, wanted residents and 
tenants alike to indulge themselves in the prospect of creating their own food. 
This project is quite exciting for a few reasons. For one, this is one of the larger 
projects to incorporate food production for the residents, businesses, and offices 
within this one project. Additionally, this is a project that bolsters food production 
because the developers saw the value in it. This project is groundbreaking in 
that more people and groups are identifying the need and value of producing 
food within the city. As more developers become aware of the advantages of 
producing food within the city, the more they will begin to demand it more of 
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 The Netherlands is the world’s second leading exporter of agricultural products. This is a staggering 
statistic considering the Netherlands land proportion compared to other nations such as the United States. 
The secret to this lies within their innovation in farming practices. The Netherlands landscape is defined by a 
vast array of large greenhouses that serve as the urban stitch between the city and the countryside. Within 
these greenhouses farmers utilize natural energy in combination with hydroponics that yield small amounts 
of agricultural produce year round. It is estimated that a farmer can produce over 100 million tomatoes based 
on 10 hectares of land, yearly. This is in part thanks to the greenhouses ability to control humidity, light, 
temperatures, and pesticides. 
 “For example, the tractor, which revolutionized the farm in the 19th century, has become a computerized 
work station. It is a series of devices and sensors that create a seamless, yet detached digital interface between 
the driver and the earth. The countryside in terms of how we work is becoming similar to the city. The farmer 
is like us – a flex worker, operating on a laptop from any possible location. […] This is not to say that it is all 
bad. It is only ironic that such drastic transformations are barely on the radar in our education and thinking.”
 -Rem Koolhaas
 This is a collection of greenhouses located in South Holland that stitches 
both the urban fabric of the city and the countryside. In an effort to bring food 
closer to the city, the Netherlands have employed an extensive network of 
greenhouses, though it doesn’t truly introduce food production into the city. The 
greenhouses are largely clustered along the edge of the city, meaning food still 
needs to be transported deep into the core of the city. Though not truly integral, 
this project demonstrates the ability to reimagine the way a city goes about 
receiving and producing their own food. 
 Cities such as Portland have begun to bring food production closer to city 
by moving farms to the outskirts of the cities, reducing the transportation costs 
and bringing fresher produce to its residents. As such, this project can very well 
serve as an example of how cities can bring food closer to the cities. Cities such 
as Las Vegas that have an industrial area near the outskirts of the city, can study 
whats done here and invoke something similar on the edge of the city. Much of 
the southern and northern regions of the Las Vegas have viable land that can 
be claimed for farming. This is already done in much of the northern half of the 
city as a few ranches and a farm are located in this region. By expanding these 
farmlands and creating more sustainable food production facilities, Las Vegas can 








The Greenhouse Ser ies 
Impl icat ions
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 Seeking to reinvigorate the city in effort to combat the post-industrial effects that bogged the city, 
Brussels mandated a competition imploring firms to elevate the city, bringing it into the modern age. Danish 
firm, Hennings Larsen along with help from A2RC Architects won the competition with their exemplary design 
for the city. 
 
 Both firms sought to reimagine much of the city  and the canal zone to bring in much needed new 
life to this key area of the city. In an effort to transform this area of the city into a modern urban center, they 
introduced a few key elements. The introduction of food production and local production facilities helped 
move the city away from the old industrial style of production to the modern age. 
 New mixed use buildings are utilized to maximize the space along the waterfront. With  ground 
functions being programmed to serve public or retail services to enhance street activity and the space between 
to serve as public space. Rooftops and courtyards serve dual functions in providing food production means, 
along with relaxation space for its inhabitants. 
 Within this master plan of a portion of the city we begin to see the 
inclusion of food production. This is one of a few cities taking the initiative to 
make food production within the city more of a reality. This project showcases is 
the necessity of food production and urban planning. The thing that holds many 
cities is that they do not entirely know how to truly integrate food production 
in an already built environment. The more and more cities continue to expand 
and build without the notion of producing food within these spaces, the more 
difficult it becomes to actually integrate food later down the line.
 This study explores the necessity of talking about food production in the 
urban planning process. Food production need not be a side thought that gets 
added at the last second, but must be a discussion taking place from the very 
start. Moving forward, all cities must begin to think about their own food security 
by beginning the process and discussion of the prospects of producing food 
within the city. Whether it be dedicating spaces specifically for food producing 
means or introducing food producing means through buildings themselves, food 
production must begin to make itself a prominent notion in the urban planning 
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 With an ever increasing population and incredibly dense urban center, Shanghai has to develop a 
plan for the increasing agricultural demand of the city. Sasaki Architects unveiled their plan for a 100 acre 
urban farming district situated by the international airport and the city urban center. This envisioning of the 
urban farming district serves not to just bring food into the city, but also serves to be a beacon of innovation, 
learning, and interaction. The condensed nature of the city did not allow for horizontal expansion which is 
traditional of farming, as such, the firm explored vertical hydroponic and aquaponic farming. This proved ideal 
as the very nature of the city’s dietary needs can be met with this style of food production. Sasaki Architects 
have therefore brought in urban-friendly farming techniques such as algae farms, floating greenhouses, green 
walls, and vertical seed libraries. 
 “This approach actively supports a more sustainable food network while increasing the quality of 
life in the city through a community program of restaurants, markets, a culinary academy, and pick-your-own 
experience. As cities continue to expand, we must continue to challenge the dichotomy between what is urban 
and what is rural. Sunqiao seeks to prove that you can have your kale and eat it too.”
 -Sasaki Architects
 While other projects, such as the Brussels master plan sought to introduce 
food production into a variety of archetypes to the city, Sunqiao introduces 
food production to one cluster in a largely dense share of the city. As Sunqiao 
focuses it’s food production into one bunch, it serves as a contrasting solution 
compared to the other cities explored. It fully embraces the use of hydroponics 
and aquaponics, leaving behind the conventional method of farming in an effort 
to save and maximize what little space the city has as it is incredibly dense. This 
one assortment of a collection of buildings serves the collective area. 
 Cities such as New York City that are incredibly dense and have a need to 
implement food production can look to Sunqiao as a model of how to introduce 
food production to the city. Sunqiao serves as an exemplary model of how a city 
can begin to produce its own food even if that city is already well-developed. 
On the other hand, smaller cities that are still developing can utilize Sunqiao’s 
model as well. In looking at Sunqiao’s model, smaller cities can plan accordingly 
to section out parts of the city for future food production facilities. Cities such 
as Las Vegas that are still continually growing can begin to bring in the notion 
of hydroponic farming to key areas of the city rather than implementing food 
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 The concept for this project is simple, utilize normal architectural elements found abundant in 
residential design and refit them with the proper utilization for hydroponic modular gardens. There are three 
major components that are going to be evaluated in this re-envisioning; dividers, windows, and cabinets. 
These three architectural elements represent key common features within residential design. 
 Going in the line of succession, the CMU divider walls serve one intention; that is to divide upwards of 
four parcels of land to delineate ownership between plots. In thinking about the way we can rethink residential 
design, these dividing walls became a critical element that could be reworked. Seeing as these CMU dividing 
walls served only one purpose, utilizing these walls as a means of producing food gave them more meaning.  
 Given that a CMU wall is modular element in of itself, it wasn’t difficult to rework it into a modular 
garden. First, a standard CMU block was re-purposed to serve as a planter. This made it so that in the event of 
future residential projects, developers and designers would need only specify what type of CMU block they 
would like to install. Additionally, modular housings were also created that could slot into an existing CMU 
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 Following the divider walls, another common component found in residential design were the 
windows. Windows were another great element that could benefit from a modular garden design, because 
similar to the CMU wall, the windows were modular components themselves. In construction of residential 
design, the frame of the wall is built out around the window opening, meaning that windows are usually put 
in after the overall structure of the home is built. This gives developers and designers time to look through a 
specs sheets for a window and decide which one is best suited for the work. 
 Given that these window designs are modular, developers can similarly look through a spec sheet for 
these new modular window garden designs and select a specific style of frame they would like, the specific 
planter design for the window, and the type of glass they would like for the window. The way that the 
windows are designed as well, they can be placed in during or after the construction of the home. These 
builds are not relatively bulky or heavy and are designed to slot into the opening of the window with ease. 
Though, there is an added benefit to installing one of these window gardens in during the construction of the 
home; this is the ability to route the water management system of the hydroponic system to the plumbing of 
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 Now having gone from the outside of the home, to the intermediary between the outside and inside, 
we finally reach the interior of the home. Once inside the home, there doesn’t exist any real architectural 
feature that is inherently modular. Some rooms and walls have common dimensions, but they don’t necessarily 
lend themselves to be modular and can’t necessarily be re-utilized. One key feature of the home is the kitchen 
and residing within the kitchen are cabinets. Similar to the windows, there are a few spec sheets in which one 
can choose from a catalog of different cabinetry. Although cabinets aren’t by definition a modular component, 
they are relatively modular component. Given this fact, we can then take the core of the cabinet and turn it 
into a modular component. 
 Seeing as cabinets are square in nature, this lends themselves to serve as the perfect housing element 
for a modular hydroponic garden. Installing a modular garden into the cabinets serves as the optimal position 
to have them in as they are kept in the kitchen, the place where all other food is kept. The issue with other 
indoor hydroponics systems is that they are independent systems that take up valuable open space in the 
home. With this system, it is integrated into the cabinetry, freeing up open space for other uses. This also 
allows the system to be integrated into the plumbing system, like the modular window design. The kitchen 
usually has plumbing routed to this area, so having additional routing for the system here makes sense. 
Residential  Cabinetry
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 As previously mentioned, there exist a few benefits in living in and around vegetation. One of the 
few added benefits in having plants growing in the window, is that it has the ability to remove harmful toxins 
from the environment. While plants are known to remove toxins from the air, it does so in small quantities. 
Although limited in its capabilities to completely purify the air, it is a subtle change that is sure to benefit 
the end user. Additionally, in installing the aforementioned modular window, it can serve as an awning to 
block out the sun. These awnings are designed for the environments in which they are set and as such can 
block out much of the harmful sun rays from entering the home. Plants also have the ability to facilitate 
micro-climates. These micro-climates are several degree’s cooler than the environments in which they are 
kept. Having multiple plant sources around helps create a cooler environment, that when an air breeze comes 
through, has the ability to keep the home cooler during warmer temperatures. 
 All the aforementioned above are passive benefits one can receive in installing the modular 
components. Yet, there are other benefits associated with plants. There have been several studies that point 
out that spending more time in nature can have a positive outcome on individuals, more importantly, it can 
make them more happy. Being around plants can help alleviate stress and improve one’s mood. In addition to 
the passive benefits, these systems can bring about positive mental change as well. 
Benefits
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Wood
Frame Option 1 Frame Option 2 Frame Option 3 Window Dimensions Window Options Window Pane
2’ x 2’ Picture Hung Single
2’ x 3’ Single Hung Double














Aluminum Sill Option Wooden Sill Option
Specifications
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One modular system in use every other home - 196 homes in control group
One modular system in use in every home - 196 homes in control group
Two modular systems in use every other home - 196 homes in control group
Two modular systems in use in every home - 196 homes in control group
Each system is 2’6” x 6” = 1.25 sqft yielding ~40 lbs of food
CMU Modular System 1 Produces
CMU Modular System 1
Control Group
Window Modular System 2 Produces
Window Modular System 2
40 lbs x 3 Planters = 60 lbs of food
40 lbs x 5 Planters = 200 lbs of food
 It is difficult to determine how much food one system can produce, as there are a lot of varibales 
in play to account for. Although, a study by Texas A&M has found that roughly if growing tomatoes under 
optimal conditions, one can expect to grow around 46-50 pounds of food per 1.4 square feet of a hydroponic 
system. We will be using this as a base point for this experiment. This base will serve as an average grow rate 
for any particular food item. 
 Currently, each system utilizes an average planter size of 2’-6” x 6”. This in turn gives us a sqaure foot-
age of about 1.25 square feet yielding us an average of 40 pounds of food. This base equation will be utilized 
to determine the amount of food can expect from the modular components. Each modular component has 
a differing amount of planters, so each one can grow more or less than its counterpart given which modular 
system is utilized. 
Modular System 1 - Produces ~200 lbs of food every month
98 homes producing ~200 lbs of food = ~19,600 lbs of food every month
Assuming each home is a 5 member family home - average person consumes 5 lbs of food daily 
196 homes x 5 members = 980 people x 5 lbs = 4,900 lbs daily x 30 days = 147,000 lbs of food needed
Modular System 1 - Produces ~200 lbs of food every month
196 homes producing ~200 lbs of food = ~39,200 lbs of food every month
Assuming each home is a 5 member family home - average person consumes 5 lbs of food daily 
196 homes x 5 members = 980 people x 5 lbs = 4,900 lbs daily x 30 days = 147,000 lbs of food needed
Modular System 1 - Produces ~200 lbs of food every month
Modular System 2 - Produces ~60 lbs of food every month
98 homes producing ~260 lbs of food = ~25,480 lbs of food every month
Assuming each home is a 5 member family home - average person consumes 5 lbs of food daily 
196 homes x 5 members = 980 people x 5 lbs = 4,900 lbs daily x 30 days = 147,000 lbs of food needed
Modular System 1 - Produces ~200 lbs of food every month
Modular System 2 - Produces ~60 lbs of food every month
196 homes producing ~260 lbs of food = ~50,960 lbs of food every month
Assuming each home is a 5 member family home - average person consumes 5 lbs of food daily 
196 homes x 5 members = 980 people x 5 lbs = 4,900 lbs daily x 30 days = 147,000 lbs of food needed
Experiment
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 What does this experiment present us? One look at this experiment and one can say that the systems 
are not efficient. This is simply not the case. As previously mentioned there are a lot of variables in play that 
make this a daunting task to tackle. Variables included household members, average daily consumption of 
food, food growth potential given a specific system and food item grown, etc. These variables make it difficult 
to conclude how effective or not these systems will work, but it does give us a starting point at which we can 
evaluate the effectiveness of being able to sustain a household with these systems. 
 The experiment conducted is not meant to show that these systems will indelibly mend the rift 
inflicted by the food production cycle, but it is meant to show that it can be an alternative. These food 
production systems are meant to be viewed as alternative solutions that can be substituted instead of relying 
on a trip to the grocery store. By growing our own food, we are limiting the amount of times one needs to use 
their vehicle to drive to the store. This also limits the amount of food grocery chains carry in their stores, also 
limiting the quantity of refrigerators needed to keep the food in proper condition. In turn, this also limits the 
amount of transportation needed to transport produce from the farms to these grocery stores. 
 By growing our own food, we are creating a trickle down effect, making a major adjustment to the 
way we produce and consume our food. This trickle down effect will limit the harm inflicted by the food 
production system and in doing so, we also ensure that the security of the food for an individual, for a city 
is secure. We are creating a system in which cities are self-reliant on themselves to provide food for their 
constituents rather than relying the importation of food which is on a volatile system that could crumble at 
any point. This experiment is meant to demonstrate the feasibility of food security through these modular 
elements and serve as a model that individuals and cities can follow in order to take the necessary notions to 
create a self-reliant city model. 
One System Every Other Home
One System In Every Home
Two Systems In Every Home
















How would this look like in a home?
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 Hydroponics are not limited to residential use, as a 
matter of fact, any and all archetypes can benefit from utilizing 
hydroponic systems. Yet, most of the populace is unaware of 
how they could begin to utilize these systems in other projects 
or how to build one themselves. The potential for this notion 
to bring about meaningful urban change is substantial, but 
the information for this needs to be more readily available and 
incentives need to be placed in order for others to help bring 
about change. In order to do this, changes need to be made 
at the core of our urban development efforts. Building codes 
and city codes serve as the core in which every city’s urban 
development efforts lie. By bringing about change here, we can 
begin to change the way we design our cities for the better. 
Potential
A standard of codes and ordinaces that become the framework for zoning districts, maps, and enforcements, 
urban design, landscaping, and archtiectural standards.City Code
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A means of regulating land development to achieve a specific form. Form-Based Code
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 As it currently stands, each chapter within the IBC outlines certain safety concerns that each building 
must meet, such as fire safety, building construction type, structural type, etc. Included with these codes 
need to be chapters on sustainable construction and food production within buildings. Many people who 
construct buildings are not aware of how to construct sustainable buildings that have the capacity for food 
production. In integrating these two important concepts within the IBC it would better educate those that 
would otherwise be unaware of the potential of sustainable building and food production. 
 Although the IBC is only relegated to life saving measures pertaining to architecture and construction, it 
is vital that these codes also include sustainability and how to properly implement such features. Sustainability 
is not one facet that should be exclusive to a select few cities or countries. Sustainability and information on 
how to achieve it should be  made more readily available. The IBC is a set of codes that is used internationally 
and with information pertaining to sustainability inserted into a widely used code book, can become a catalyst 

















 As previously mentioned, it is imperative that food production be an integral part of our cities in 
building towards a healthier, greener city. One of the issues in which this is inhibited is through our own 
building and city codes. Both of these codes in themselves serve as guiding principles by which buildings must 
be constructed. In an effort to move towards healthier and greener cities, new codes and requirements need 
to be introduced to both building and city codes.  The IBC serves as safety codes that a large proportion of 
the world’s population follows to ensure the safe construction of buildings. While this serves as a safety net 
for building construction, it can double as a standard of greener building construction. 
MGM Grand Fire
Building Codes
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Introduce legislation on food production
Bring food producing means closer to the city
Educate public on food production
Offer classes on producing food
Introduce hydroponics
Beginnings of implementing food production to city codes
Hydroponic farming becomes common in residential design
Introduce hydroponics into other archetypes 
Introduce hydroponics into other archetypes 
City moves towards a new, sustainable model
Self Reliance
 City codes are rules and regulations guided by each individual city that relegates landscaping, 
parking, zoning, and district requirements, serving as regulations that buildings must follow. In order to get 
food production within the city, city codes must demand it. Going forward, as city codes demand a certain 
amount of landscape, they must additionally demand that new buildings, shopping centers, neighborhoods 
must have in some way, shape, or form of food production. This ensures that any new construction will have 
food production integrated thus moving the city closer to self-reliance. 
 What does this mean for the city? In adopting newer codes that require certain projects meet or 
provide newer requirments, it enables the city to design itself to become more self-reliant. Achieving the goals 
set out by the city ensures that urban development efforts are moving towards a sustainable city model. As 
previously mentioned, city codes are the core of any city urban development effort, making it the catalyst 
for meaningful change to happen in a city. These city codes could only be for new residential at first. Slowly, 
over time as more residential units are constructed with hydroponic elements, the city codes could change to 
account for other archetypes. Over time as more and more people become accustomed to hydroponics and 
more and more archetypes begin adopting hydroponics into their buildings, eventually the city will reach a 
point in which it has offset its food imports. It will be at this point that the city has reached self-reliance, at 
least in terms of food production. 
City Code
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 There exists many reasons as to why many people to do not want to add hydroponic systems to their 
buildings. The exact same reason as to why many do not want to add sustainable features to other projects, 
it is an added expense that they feel does not warrant the additional cost. The benefit does not outweigh the 
cost. This will need to be taken into account when attempting to implement new strategies. Of course there a 
variety of ways to incentivise an individual or organization to conform to these newer design standards. 
 The first thing a city can do as an incentive is provide tax exemptions and market credits. These tax 
rebates are utilized by many cities, even the city of Las Vegas provides some themselves. These rebates can 
be employed to get developers and builders to implement such new features as they shall be benefiting from 
this. Secondly, cities can offer market credits as incentive to offset construction costs of new features. In the 
city of Las Vegas, market credits can be applied to cover upwards of 20% of the constriction cost and those 
who apply for these market credits can receive lower cost, flexible financing options. Additionally, the inclusion 
of more sustainable features, such as hydroponics, comes with many benefits themselves. Having more plants 
around aids in killing bacteria in the air, in turn producing fresher air in the area. Plants also lend themselves 
to creating micro-climates. These micro-climates are much cooler, which can enhance the living experience 
for anyone living in the valley. All these features become profitable for the individual or organization and as 
such, can become a marketable feature to their consumers. The more marketable and attractive a project is to 
a consumer, the more likely that it will increase the profit for the individual or organization. 
Provide funding for the project, up to 20% 
coverage to help cover the costs.
The inclusion of newer elements that attract 
clients, could in turn be more profitable.
Tax rebates for implementing key new urban 
development strategies. 
Sustainable design practices are attractive to 
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 UNLV is an R1 key research 
institute in the U.S. meaning that the 
university prioritizes research. New 
research regarding sustainable and reliant 
living in an arid environment could prove 
quite beneficial to the university. 
 The university has a plethora of 
resources that could allow the students to 
produce various prototypes or variations 
of the works introduced here. With 
resources like the Blackfire Institute, 
students can produce greater works that 
help advance and propel cities closer to a 
self reliant model. 
 The university as it stands 
already distributes grants for a variety 
of reasons. If the university were to give 
grants for research based on introducing 
hydroponics into urban development, it 
could help propel the notion even further 
than where it currently stands. 
 Hydroponic systems can become 
a core educational subject matter. This 
could be introduced through a sustainable 
sub track course. The course would focus 
on sustainability in cities and urban 
development and hydroponics can be 
feature as class that one could take under 
this sub track.
 Universities have become proponents to introducing new ideas that make their way into public life 
and society. The University of Nevada, Las Vegas could be that proponent into making hydroponics in urban 
development a reality. The university itself offers boundless resoruces, research, and knwoledge that could 
propel this topic even fruther. 
 The university could in turn create a sub track plan for individuals in either the engineering, construction, 
or architectural courses. This could be considered a minor sub track plan that could accompany degree seekers 
in these current courses. It will focus on sustainable studies and how these sustainable strategies could be 
implemented into urban development. With this in mind, the university greatly expands their offerings to the 
students, providing another path for students to partake in and in doing so, generate much needed research 
on the subject matter furthering UNLV’s research goals. With this research, the university could provide the city 
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 Universities have become proponents in introducing new ideas that make their way into our standard 
of living. This shouldn’t be left to the universities alone to do, it is also the role of the city to take the initiative 
to challenge perception and innovate the way we live in these social urban sprawls. As it currently stands, 
societies and cities can no longer continue building and expanding the way they currently are; it just isn’t 
sustainable. Downtowns have historically served as the urban and cultural core of cities; The more dense and 
built a downtown encompasses, the more difficult it becomes to advance it. 
 Las Vegas’ downtown size is relatively small and not as varied as other more older, developed cities. 
This is the opportunity Las Vegas needs in order to push for an eco, self-sustaining, and resilient city. Currently, 
the downtown master plan of 2050 is underway, giving downtown the framework it needs to continue 
developing itself. Yet this framework isn’t concrete, its malleable, meaning there’s room for alterations. Within 
this master plan, there needs to be room for sustainable food production. Downtown needs to advocate for 
food production within the city limits. In doing so, the city would be securing itself from any future food 
shortages and show that downtown Las Vegas can serve as a model for the resilient city of the future. 
 As it currently stands, there is 
a lot parking in downtown that goes 
underutilized. These under utilized spaces 
can in turn be re-utilized for hydroponic 
farms. This in turn could help mitigate 
the heat island effect generated by these 
giant open lots. 
 As downtown continues to 
acquire new lots and parcels, it would be 
perceptive for the city to outline key areas 
to have greenhouse farms. These will be 
specific buildings utilized primarily for the 
use of hydroponic farming. In doing so, 
it could help mitigate the need to travel 
long distances for fresh produce. 
 Downtown is consistently at the 
moment building new apartments. This 
gives them the opportunity to provide 
hydroponic farms into these projects, 
exposing its residents to promise that 
zero acreage farming holds.
 There aren’t that many public 
spaces in downtown. As downtown 
continues to grow and expand, public 
spaces will become more critical. Public 
spaces can become excellent areas of 
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Public  Space Integration
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“I went to the woods 
because I wished to live deliberately 
to front only the essential facts of life 
and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, 
and not, when I came to die to discover that I had not lived”
Henry David Thoreau
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